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The lightlike geometry of marginally
trapped surfaces in Minkowski space-time
Atsufumi HONDA and Shyuichi IZUMIYA
Abstract. The lightlike geometry of codimension two spacelike subman-
ifolds in Lorentz-Minkowski space has been developed in [15] which is
a natural Lorentzian analogue of the classical Euclidean differential ge-
ometry of hypersurfaces. In this paper we investigate a special class of
surfaces (i.e., marginally trapped surfaces) in Minkowski space-time from
the view point of the lightlike geometry.
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1. Introduction
The notion of trapped surfaces introduced by Roger Penrose [26] is one of the
most important subjects in cosmology and general relativity. It plays a princi-
pal role for the singularity theorems, the analysis of gravitational collapse, the
cosmic censorship hypothesis, Penrose inequality, etc. A marginally trapped
surface is defined to be a spacelike surface with isotropic (i.e., zero or lightlike)
mean curvature vector field, which separates the trapped surfaces from the
untrapped one. The surface of a black hole might be the marginally trapped
surface. Mathematically, marginally trapped surfaces are viewed as space-
time analogues of minimal surfaces in Riemannian manifolds. In Minkowski
space-time (i.e., Lorentz-Minkowski 4-space), the spacelike surface with the
zero mean curvature vector field is said to be minimal. However, we call it
strongly marginally trapped in this paper. In [1] the Weierstrass-Bryant type
representation of a marginally trapped surface in Minkowski space-time was
given.
Partly supported by the Grant-in-Aid for JSPS Fellows, The Ministry of Education, Cul-
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On the other hand, it has been claimed in [15] that codimension two
spacelike submanifolds in Lorentz-Minkowski space play a role similar to hy-
persurfaces in Euclidean space. For a codimension two spacelike submanifold
in Lorentz-Minkowski space, we have two lightlike normal directions along the
submanifolds, if we use these lightlike normal directions as the unit normal
vector field along a hypersurface in Euclidean space, we can define curvatures,
etc. This is the basic idea of the lightlike geometry for codimension two space-
like submanifolds[14, 15, 16]. In this paper, inspired by the beautiful survey
article[9], we apply the lightlike geometry to marginally trapped surfaces in
Minkowski space-time. Then we observe natural geometric properties anal-
ogous to minimal surfaces in Euclidean 3-space. For example, a marginally
trapped surface is a spacelike surface such that one of the lightcone mean cur-
vatures vanishes (Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 4.4). One of the consequence
of the lightlike geometry is that a totally umbilical marginally trapped surface
is given by a graph of a smooth function f(u1, u2) (Corollary 3.5). Therefore,
there are so many complete marginally trapped surfaces in Minkowski space-
time compared with minimal surfaces in Euclidean space. Motivated by this
fact, we obtain a partial differential equation for a marginally trapped graph
surface of two functions f(u1, u2), g(u1, u2) (Theorem 6.1). As a consequence,
a graph surface of a single function f(u1, u2) is strongly marginally trapped if
and only if f is harmonic. Therefore, the Bernstein theorem[4] does not hold
even for strongly marginally trapped surfaces. We also have a characterization
of marginally trapped surfaces by the variational problem of the area func-
tionals with respect to lightlike normal directions (Theorem 5.2). We remark
that the class of marginally trapped surfaces includes a generalization of the
notion of not only minimal surfaces in Euclidean 3-space, maximal surfaces
in Lorentz-Minkowski 3-space, the surfaces with constant mean curvature
±1 (briefly, CMC±1 surfaces) in Hyperbolic 3-space and CMC±1 spacelike
surfaces in de Sitter 3-space but also intrinsic flat spacelike surfaces in the
lightcone (Theorem 7.3).
In §2 we explain the basic facts and notations of Minkowski space-time.
Basic properties of the lightlike geometry are given in §3 and §4. We consider
the variation problem with respect to lightlike normal directions in §5. In §6,
we consider partial differential equations which are satisfied by marginally
trapped or strongly marginally trapped surfaces. In §7 we explain how nat-
urally interpret minimal surfaces in Euclidean 3-space, maximal surfaces in
Lorentz-Minkowski 3-space, CMC±1 surfaces in Hyperbolic 3-space, CMC±1
spacelike surfaces in de Sitter 3-space and intrinsic flat spacelike surfaces in
the lightcone as marginally trapped surfaces.
2. Basic facts and notations in Minkowski space-time
In this section we briefly introduce basic notations on Minkowski space-time.
The detailed properties should be referred in [25]. Denote by R41 the Lorentz-
Minkowski 4-dimensional space (R4, 〈, 〉1), with the pseudo scalar product
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given by
〈x,y〉1 = −x0y0 + x1y1 + x2y2 + x3y3,
where x = (x0, x1, x2, x3),x = (y0, y1, y2, y3). The norm of a vector x is
defined to be ‖x‖1 =
√
|〈x,x〉1|. A vector x = (x0, x1, x2, x3) ∈ R
4
1\{0} is
said to be spacelike, timelike or lightlike according to 〈x,x〉1 > 0, = 0, or
< 0, respectively. For any v ∈ R41 \ {0} and c ∈ R, the hyperplane with the
pseudo-normal v is given by
HP (v, c) = {v ∈ R41|〈x,v〉1 = c}.
We say that HP (v, c) is spacelike, timelike or lightlike provided v is timelike,
spacelike or lightlike respectively.
The Hyperbolic n-space is defined in this context as the subset
H3+(−1) = {x ∈ R
4
1|〈x,x〉1 = −1, x0 > 0}.
Other well known hypersurfaces in Lorentz-Minkowski space are the de Sitter
3-space:
S31 = {x ∈ R
4
1|〈x,x〉1 = 1 },
and the open lightcone (at the origin):
LC∗ = {x ∈ R41 |x 6= 0, 〈x,x〉1 = 0}.
We shall also consider the future lightcone:
LC∗+ = {x ∈ LC
∗ |x0 > 0}
and the lightcone unit 2-sphere:
S2+ = {x = (x0, x1, x2, x3) | 〈x,x〉1 = 0, x0 = 1}.
If x = (x0, x1, x2, x3) is a non-zero lightlike vector, we have x0 6= 0 and write
x˜ =
(
1,
x1
x0
,
x2
x0
,
x3
x0
)
∈ S2+.
Therefore, we define a projection πLS : LC
∗ −→ S2+ by π
L
S (x) = x˜.
If {e0, e1, e2, e3} represents the canonical basis of R
4
1, we shall say that
a timelike vector v is future directed if 〈v, e0〉1 < 0.
Given 3 vectors x1,x2,x3 ∈ R
4
1, we can consider their wedge product,
x1 ∧ x2 ∧ x3 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
−e0 e1 e2 e3
x10 x
1
1 x
1
2 x
1
3
x20 x
2
1 x
2
2 x
2
3
x30 x
3
1 x
3
2 x
3
3
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
,
where xi = (x
i
0, x
i
1, x
i
2, x
i
3), i = 1, 2, 3.
Clearly 〈x,x1∧x2∧x3〉1 = det(x,x1,x2,x3). So x1∧x2∧x3 is pseudo
orthogonal to xi, i = 1, 2, 3.
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3. Lightcone curvatures of spacelike surfaces in Minkowski
space-time
We introduce the basic geometrical tools for the study of spacelike surfaces in
Minkowski space-time. Consider the orientation of R41 provided by the volume
form l0∧· · ·∧l4, where {li}
4
i=0 is the dual basis of the canonical basis {ei}
4
i=0.
We also give R41 a timelike orientation by choosing e0 = (1, 0, 0, 0) as a future
timelike vector field.
Given a surface M in R41 consider a local parametrization (embedding)
X : U → R41 of M , where U is an open subset of R
2. We write M = X(U)
and identify M and U through the embedding X.We say that X is spacelike
ifXui i = 1, 2 are always spacelike vectors. Therefore, the tangent space TpM
of M at p is a spacelike subspace (i.e., consists of spacelike vectors) for any
point p ∈M . In this case, the pseudo-normal space NpM is a timelike plane
(i.e., Lorentz plane). We denote by N(M) the pseudo-normal bundle over
M. We can arbitrarily choose a future directed unit timelike normal section
nT (u) ∈ Np(M), where p = X(u). We remark that n
T always exists even
globally. Here, we say that nT is future directed if 〈nT , e0〉1 < 0. Therefore
we can construct a spacelike unit normal section nS(u) ∈ Np(M) by
nS(u) =
nT (u) ∧Xu1(u) ∧Xu2(u)
‖nT (u) ∧Xu1(u) ∧Xu2(u)‖1
, (1)
and we have
〈nT ,nT 〉1 = −1, 〈n
T ,nS〉1 = 0, 〈n
S ,nS〉1 = 1.
Although we could also choose −nS(u) as a spacelike unit normal section
with the above properties, we shall fix the direction nS(u) throughout this
section. In the global sense, nS exists for an orientable surface M. We call
(nT ,nS) a future directed normal frame along M =X(U). Clearly, the vec-
tors nT (u)±nS(u) are lightlike. We choose here nT+nS as a lightlike normal
vector field along M. Since {Xu1(u),Xu2(u)} is a basis of TpM, the vectors
{nT (u),nS(u),Xu1(u),Xu2(u)} provide a basis for TpR
4
1. In [15] it has been
shown the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. For given two future directed unit timelike normal sections
nT (u),nT (u) ∈ Np(M), the corresponding lightlike normal sections
nT (u)± nS(u),nT (u)± nS(u) are parallel.It follows that
πLS (n
T (u)± nS(u)) = πLS (n
T (u)± nS(u))
Under the identification of M and U through X , we have the linear
mapping given by the derivative of the lightcone normal vector field nT ±nS
at each point p =X(u) ∈M ,
dp(n
T ± nS) : TpM → TpR
4
1 = TpM ⊕Np(M).
Consider the orthogonal projections
πt : TpM ⊕Np(M)→ Tp(M)
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and
πn : Tp(M)⊕Np(M)→ Np(M).
We define the (nT ,±nS)-shape operator of M =X(U) at p =X(u)
− dp(n
T ± nS)t = −πt ◦ dp(n
T ± nS) (2)
and denote it by Sp(n
T ,±nS).
The normal connection with respect to (nT ,±nS) of M at p is defined
by the linear transformation
dp(n
T ± nS)n = πn ◦ dp(n
T ± nS). (3)
We also define Sp(n
T ) = −πt ◦ dpn
T and Sp(n
S) = −π ◦ dpn
S . We re-
spectively call these a nT -shape operator and a nS-shape operator of M =
X(U) at p = X(u). The eigenvalues of Sp(n
T ,±nS), which is denoted by
{κi(n
T ,±nS)(p)}2i=1, are called the lightcone principal curvatures with re-
spect to (nT ,±nS) at p. We also define the nT -principal curvature κi(n
T )(p)
(respectively, nS-principal curvature κi(n
S)(p)) as the eigenvalues of Sp(n
T )
(respectively, nT -principal curvature κi(n
S)(p)). Since
Sp(n
T ,±nS) = Sp(n
T )± Sp(n
S),
we have κi(n
T ,±nS)(p) = κi(n
T )(p) ± κi(n
S)(p). The lightcone Gauss-
Kronecker curvature with respect to (nT ,±nS) at p is defined as follows:
Kℓ(n
T ,±nS)(p) = detSp(n
T ,±nS). (4)
The lightcone mean curvature with respect to (nT ,±nS) at p is defined by
Hℓ(n
T ,±nS)(p) =
1
2
TraceSp(n
T ,±nS).
On the other hand, the mean curvature vector of M = X(U) at p =
X(u) is defined to be
H(p) =
1
2
TraceSp(n
T )nT (u) +
1
2
TraceSp(n
S)nS(u).
We have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2. Under the above notations, the following conditions are
equivalent.
(1) Hℓ(n
T ,nS)(p) = 0 or Hℓ(n
T ,−nS)(p) = 0.
(2) The mean curvature vector H(p) is an isotropic vector,
where a vector is isotropic if it is a zero vector or a lightlike vector.
Proof. Sp(n
T ,±nS) = Sp(n
T )± Sp(n
S), we have
TraceSp(n
T ,±nS) = TraceSp(n
T )± TraceSp(n
S).
On the other hand,
4〈H(p),H(p)〉1 = −TraceSp(n
T )2 +TraceSp(n
S)2.
Thus, 〈H(p),H(p)〉1 = 0 if and only if TraceSp(n
T ) = ±TraceSp(n
S). This
condition is equivalent to the condition (1). ✷
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We denote
H(nT )(p) = (TraceSp(n
T ))/2 and H(nS)(p) = (TraceSp(n
S))/2,
which we respectively call the mean curvature of M = X(U) at p = X(u)
with respect to nT and nS .
On the other hand, there is a concept of trapped surfaces in a space-
time introduced by Penrose in [26] which plays an extremely important role
in cosmology and general relativity. In terms of mean curvature vector, a
spacelike surface in a space-time is marginally trapped if its mean curvature
vector is isotropic at each point. The above proposition asserts that M ⊂ R41
is marginally trapped if and only if Hℓ(n
T ,±nS) ≡ 0 for any future di-
rected normal frame (nT ,nS). We also say that M = X(U) is a strongly
marginally trapped surface if the mean curvature vector H is zero at any
point. In some articles, this notion is called minimal. However, this class of
surfaces includes both the minimal surfaces in Euclidean space and the max-
imal surfaces in Minkowski 3-space (cf., §6). Therefore we call these strongly
marginally trapped surfaces. By the theorem on space-time singularities in
[26], there are no compact marginally trapped surfaces in Minkowski space-
time. By Proposition 3.2, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.3. With the same notations as those in Proposition 3.2, we have
the following:
(1) M is marginally trapped if and only if
Hℓ(n
T ,nS) ≡ 0 or Hℓ(n
T ,−nS) ≡ 0.
(2) M is strongly marginally trapped if and only if
Hℓ(n
T ,nS) ≡ 0 and Hℓ(n
T ,−nS) ≡ 0.
On the other hand, we say that a point p is a (nT ,±nS)-umbilical
point if all the principal curvatures coincide at p and thus Sp(n
T ,±nS) =
κ(nT ,±nS)(p)1TpM , for some function κ.We say thatM is totally (n
T ,±nS)-
umbilical if all points on M are (nT ,±nS)-umbilical. In [15] we have shown
that a totally (nT ,+nS)-umbilical or (nT ,−nS)-umbilical spacelike surface
with the vanishing principal curvature in Minkowski space-time is a spacelike
surface in a lightlike hyperplane. Therefore we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.4. A spacelike surface M is marginally trapped with
Hℓ(n
T , σnS) = 0 and totally (nT , σnS)-umbilical if and only if M is a space-
like surface in a lightlike hyperplane, where σ = + or σ = −. Moreover, M
is strongly marginally trapped and totally (nT ,±nS)-umbilical if and only if
it is a spacelike plane.
Proof. By definition, we have
Hℓ(n
T , σnS) =
(κ1(n
T , σnS)(p) + κ2(n
T , σnS)(p))
2
.
If M is marginally trapped with Hℓ(n
T , σnS) = 0 and totally (nT , σnS)-
umbilical, then κ1(n
T , σnS) = κ2(n
T , σnS) = 0. Therefore, M is a spacelike
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surface in a lightlike hyperplane. By the similar arguments to the above, other
assertions hold. ✷
By the above proposition, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.5. A spacelike surface M is marginally trapped and totally
(nT ,nS)-umbilical if and only if up to rigid motions of R41, M is given by
Xf (u1, u2) = (f(u1, u2), f(u1, u2), u1, u2)),
for a smooth function f : R2 −→ R.
Proof. By a straight forward calculation, we can show that Xf is always
spacelike. If we consider the lightlike vector v = (1, 1, 0, 0), then we have
〈Xf (u1, u2),v〉1 = 0, so that Xf is a spacelike surface in the lightlike hy-
perplane HP (v, 0). For the converse,if M is a spacelike surface in a lightlike
hyperplane, by a rigid motion of R41,M can be included in HP (v, 0).We con-
sider a projection π : HP (v, 0) −→ R2 defined by π(x0, x0, x1, x2) = (x1, x2).
Then the fiber of π is directed to the lightlike direction v. Since M is space-
like, π|M : M −→ R 2 is a diffeomorphism, so that there exists a smooth
function f : R2 −→ R such that Xf (R
2) =M. This completes the proof. ✷
Remark 3.6. The above corollary indicates that there are so many complete
marginally trapped surfaces in Minkowski space-time compared with minimal
surfaces in Euclidean space etc. In [6], Chen and Ishikawa have shown that if
M is a biharmonic surface in R41 with flat normal connection and marginally
trapped, then up to rigid motions M is given by the surface Xf (R
2) in the
above corollary. We remark that if M is a subset of a lightlike hyperplane,
the normal connection is flat. Related results and problems are presented in
the survey article [7].
We deduce now the lightcone Weingarten formula: Since Xui (i = 1, 2
are spacelike vectors, we have a Riemannian metric (the hyperbolic first fun-
damental form ) on M defined by
ds2 = g11du
2
1 + g12du1du2 + g22du
2
2,
where gij(u) = 〈Xui(u),Xuj (u)〉1 for any u ∈ U.
We also have the lightcone second fundamental form, which is defined as
the second fundamental form associated to the normal vector field nT +nS .
This is given by
hij(n
T ,±nS)(u) = 〈−(nT ± nS)ui(u),Xuj (u)〉1; i = 1, 2,
for any u ∈ U. In [15], we have shown the following proposition.
Proposition 3.7 (The lightcone Weingarten formula). Under the above no-
tations, we have the following lightcone Weingarten formula with respect to
(nT ,±nS):
a) (nT ± nS)ui = 〈n
S ,nTui〉1(n
T ± nS) −
∑2
j=1 h
j
i (n
T ,±nS)Xuj ; i =
1, 2,
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b) πt ◦ (nT ± nS)ui = −
∑2
j=1 h
j
i (n
T ,±nS)Xuj ; i = 1, 2,
where
(
hji (n
T ,±nS)
)
=
(
hik(n
T ,±nS)
) (
gkj
)
and
(
gkj
)
= (gkj)
−1
.
The following corollary provides an explicit expression of the lightcone
curvature in terms of the Riemannian metric and the lightcone second fun-
damental invariant.
Corollary 3.8. Under the same notations as in the above proposition, the
lightcone Gauss-Kronecker curvature with respect to (nT ,±nS) is given by
Kℓ(n
T ,±nS) =
det
(
hij(n
T ,±nS)
)
det (gαβ)
. (5)
Since 〈−(nT ± nS)(u),Xuj (u)〉1 = 0, we have that
hij(n
T ,±nS)(u) = 〈nT (u)± nS(u),Xuiuj (u)〉1.
So the lightcone second fundamental form at p0 = X(u0) depends only on
the values of the vector fields nT + nS and Xuiuj at the point p0. Conse-
quently the lightcone curvature depends only on nT (u0)± n
S(u0), Xui(u0)
and Xuiuj (u0) regardless the choice of the normal vector fields n
T and nS .
We write as Kℓ(n
T
0 ,±n
S
0 )(u0) the lightcone curvature at p0 with respect to
(nT0 ,±n
S
0 ) = (n
T (u0),±n
S(u0)). It thus makes sense to say that a point
p0 is (n
T
0 ,±n
S
0 )-umbilic for the lightcone (n
T ,±nS)-shape operator at p0
just depends on the normal vectors (nT0 ,±n
S
0 ). Analogously, we say that
the point p0 is a (n
T
0 ,±n
S
0 )-parabolic point of M if Kℓ(n
T
0 ,±n
S
0 )(u0) = 0.
And we say that p0 is a (n
T
0 ,±n
S
0 )-flat point if it is (n
T
0 ,±n
S
0 )-umbilic and
Kℓ(n
T
0 ,±n
S
0 )(u0) = 0.
On the other hand, we define a normal vector field
K(p) = detSp(n
T )nT (u) + detSp(n
S)nS(u),
where p = X(u). We call K the Gaussian curvature vector field along M =
X(U). We also write K(nT )(p) = detSp(n
T ) and K(nS)(p) = detSp(n
S).
We respective call K(nT )(p) and K(nS)(p) the Gauss-Kronecker curvature
of M = X(U) at p with respect to nT and nS . The mean curvature of
M = X(U) at p with respect to bnT (respectively, nS) is defined to be
H(nT )(p) = (TraceSp(n
T ))/2 (respectively, H(nS)(p) = (TraceSp(n
S))/2)
We also define the second fundamental invariants hij(n
T ) = −〈nTui ,Xuj 〉1
with respect to nT and hij(n
S) = −〈nSui ,Xuj 〉1 with respect to n
S re-
spectively. By the standard arguments, we have the following Weingarten
formulae.
Proposition 3.9. We have
πt ◦ nTui = −
2∑
j=1
hji (n
T )Xuj and π
t ◦ nSui = −
2∑
j=1
hji (n
S)Xuj ,
where (hji (n
T )) = (hik(n
T ))(gkj) and (hji (n
S)) = (hik(n
S))(gkj).
Thus, we have the following corollary.
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Corollary 3.10. We have
K(nT ) =
det(hij(n
T ))
det(gαβ)
and K(nS) =
det(hij(n
S))
det(gαβ)
.
We also get in this context the lightcone Gauss equations as we shall see
next. Since X(U) =M is a Riemannian manifold, it makes sense to consider
the Christoffel symbols:{
k
i j
}
=
1
2
∑
m
gkm
{
∂gjm
∂ui
+
∂gim
∂uj
−
∂gij
∂um
}
.
Proposition 3.11. Let X : U −→ R41 be a spacelike surface. Then we have the
following lightcone Gauss equations:
Xuiuj =
∑
k
{
k
i j
}
Xuk − hij(n
T )nT + hij(n
S)nS .
Proof. Since {nT ,nS ,Xu1 ,Xu2} is a frame of R
4
1, we can write Xuiuj =∑
k Γ
k
ijxuk + Γijn
T + Λijn
S . We now have
〈Xuiuj ,Xuℓ〉1 =
∑
k
Γkij〈Xuk ,Xuℓ〉1 =
∑
k
Γkijgkℓ.
Since ∂giℓ
∂uj
= 〈Xuiuj ,Xuℓ〉1 + 〈Xui ,Xuℓuj 〉1 and Xuiuj = Xujui , we get
Γkij = Γ
k
ji, Γij = Γji, Γ
ij = Γji. Then by exactly the same calculation as those
applied in the case of surfaces in Euclidean space, it follows Γkij =
{
k
i j
}
.
On the other hand, −Γij = 〈Xuiuj ,n
T 〉1 = hij(n
T ). Moreover Λij =
〈Xuiuj ,n
S〉1 = hij(n
S). This completes the proof. ✷
Consider the Riemannian curvature tensor
Rℓijk =
∂
∂uk
{
ℓ
i j
}
−
∂
∂uj
{
ℓ
i k
}
+
∑
m
{
m
i j
}{
ℓ
m k
}
−
∑
m
{
m
i k
}{
ℓ
m j
}
.
Similar calculations to those of the classical differential geometry on surfaces
in Euclidean space and the fact Xuiujuk =Xuiukuj lead to the formula
Rℓijk =
∑
a
{
−hij(n
T )hka(n
T ) + hij(n
S)hka(n
S)
+hik(n
T )hja(n
T )− hik(n
S)hja(n
S)
}
gaℓ.
We also consider the tensor Rijkℓ =
∑
m gimR
m
jkℓ. Then we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 3.12. We have
Rijkℓ = −hjk(n
T )hiℓ(n
T ) + hjℓ(n
T )hik(n
T )
+hjk(n
S)hiℓ(n
S)− hjℓ(n
S)hik(n
S).
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The intrinsic Gauss curvature (or, sectional curvature) of M = X(U)
at p = X(u) is defined by KI(p) = −R1212(u)/ det(gαβ(u)). We can show
that the following “Theorema Egregium”.
Theorem 3.13. Let KI be the intrinsic Gauss curvature of M =X(U). Then
we have
KI(p) = −K(n
T )(p) +K(nS)(p).
Proof. By Propositions 3.11, we have
R1212 = det(hij(n
T ))− det(hij(n
S)).
Thus, by Corollary 3.9, we have
KI = −
det(hij(n
T ))
det(gαβ)
+
det(hij(n
S))
det(gαβ)
= −K(nT ) +K(nS).
This completes the proof. ✷
We give the following characterization of the intrinsic flat surface (i.e.,
KI ≡ 0) by using the Gaussian curvature vector K(p) = K(n
T )(p)nT (p) +
K(nS)(p)ns(p).
Proposition 3.14. For a spacelike surface M = X(U) in R41, the following
conditions are equivalent:
1) KI(p) = 0 at p =X(u).
2) K(p) = 0 or K(p) is parallel to the lightlike vector nT (p) + nS(p).
Proof. Since KI = −K(n
T ) +K(nS), KI(p) = 0 if and only if K(n
T )(p) =
K(nT )(p). Therefore, we have
K(p) = K(nT )(p)nT (p) +K(nS)(p)nS(p) = K(nT )(nT (p) + nS(p)).
For the converse, if K(p) = λ(nT (p) + nS(p)), then K(nT )(p) = λ =
K(nS)(p), so that KI(p) = 0. ✷
We also say that M =X(U) is an extrinsic flat surface if K ≡ 0.
4. Normalized lightcone curvatures
Given a spacelike embedding X : U → R41 from an open subset U ⊂ R
2, and
a point p = X(u), consider a future directed unit timelike normal section
nT (u) ∈ Np(M) and the corresponding spacelike unit normal section n
S(u) ∈
Np(M) constructed in the previous section. Given another future directed
unit timelike normal section nT (u), we have ˜(nT ± nS)(u) = ˜(nT ± nS)(u) ∈
S2+, so we have a well-defined lightcone Gauss map of M =X(U) as
L˜± : U −→ S2+
u 7−→ ˜(nT ± nS)(u).
This induces a linear mapping dL˜±p : TpM → TpR
4
1 under the identification
of U and M, where p = X(u). The following proposition has been shown in
[15].
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Proposition 4.1. With the above notation, we have the following normalized
lightcone Weingarten formula:
πt ◦ L˜±ui = −
2∑
j=1
1
ℓ±0 (u)
hji (n
T ,±nS)Xuj , (6)
where L±(u) = (ℓ±0 (u), ℓ
±
1 (u), ℓ
±
2 (u), ℓ
±
3 (u)).
We now define the normalized lightcone second fundamental invariant
by
h˜[±]ij(u) =
1
ℓ0(u)
hij(n
T ,±nS)(u).
Since hij(n
T ,±nS)(u) = 〈(nT ± nS)(u),Xuiuj (u)〉1, we have
h˜[±]ij(u) =
1
ℓ0(u)
〈(nT ± nS)ui(u),Xuj (u)〉1
= 〈L˜±(u),Xuiuj (u)〉1 = 〈−L˜
±
ui
(u),Xuj (u)〉1.
We need the following detailed formula.
Lemma 4.2. With the above notations, we have
L˜±ui =
(
−ℓ0ui
ℓ20
+
〈nS ,nTui〉1
ℓ0
)
(nT ± nS)−
2∑
j=1
h˜[±]jiXuj ,
where (h˜[±]ji ) = (h˜[±]ik)(g
kj).
Proof.
In the proof of Proposition 4.1, we have ℓ0L˜
±
ui
= (nT ±nS)ui − ℓ0uiL˜
±.
Thus the above formula directly follows form the assertion a) of Proposition
3.3 and the relation ℓ0L˜
± = nT ± nS . ✷
We call the linear transformation S˜±p = −π
t ◦dL˜±p the normalized light-
cone shape operator of M = X(U) at p. The normalized lightcone Gauss-
Kronecker curvature of M = X(U) is defined to be K˜±ℓ (u) = det S˜
±
p . We
say that p = X(u) is a lightlike parabolic point if K˜±ℓ (u) = 0. We also de-
fine the normalized lightcone mean curvature of M = X(U) by H˜±ℓ (p) =
Trace S˜±p /2. The eigenvalues {κ˜
±
i (p)}
2
i=1 of S˜
±
p are called normalized light-
cone principal curvatures. It follows from the above formula that κ˜±i (p) =
(1/ℓ0)κi(n
T ,±nS)(p). Clearly, the eigenvectors of S˜±p coincide with the light-
cone principal directions with respect to (nT ,±nS), for any future directed
frame (nT ,±nS) on M , therefore, we can refer to the (nT ,±nS)-lightcone
principal configuration, simply as the lightcone principal configuration on
M . The (nT ,±nS)-umbilics shall be called lightlike umbilics. We say that
M = X(U) is totally lightlike umbilical if all points on M are lightlike um-
bilic. The point p is called a lightlike flat point if p is both lightlike umbilic
and parabolic. The spacelike submanifold M = X(U) is called lightlike flat
provided every point ofM is lightlike flat. As observed in the previous section,
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the lightcone principal configuration is preserved by Lorentz transformations,
although the normalized lightcone principal curvatures are not. We remark
that the normalized principal curvatures are invariant under the SO(3)-action
and parallel translations, where SO(3) is the canonical subgroup of SO0(1, 3).
By Proposition 4.1, we have the following relations:
K˜±ℓ (p) =
(
1
ℓ±0 (p)
)2
K±ℓ (n
T ,±nS)(p), H˜±ℓ (p) =
1
ℓ±0 (p)
Hℓ(n
T ,±nS)(p).
Therefore, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 4.3. Let M =X(U) be a spacelike surface in R41. Then
1) K˜±ℓ (p) = 0 if and only if K
±
ℓ (n
T ,±nS)(p) = 0 for any future directed
normal frame (nT ,nS).
2) H˜±ℓ (p) = 0 if and only if Hℓ(n
T ,±nS)(p) = 0 for any future directed
normal frame (nT ,nS).
We have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.4. Let M = X(U) be a spacelike surface in R41. Then M is a
marginally trapped surface if and only if H˜+ℓ ≡ 0 or H˜
−
ℓ ≡ 0. Moreover,
M =X(U) is strongly marginally trapped surface if and only if H˜+ℓ ≡ H˜
−
ℓ ≡
0.
On the other hand, we say that (u1, u2) ∈ U is an isothermal parameter
ofM =X(U) if g11 = g22 and g12 = 0. For any two dimensional Riemannian
manifold, there exists an isothermal parameter at any point [8].
Proposition 4.5. Let X : U −→ R41 be a spacelike surface with an isothermal
parameter (u1, u2) ∈ U. Then we have
Xu1u1 +Xu2u2 = g11
(
−ℓ+0 (H˜
+
ℓ + H˜
−
ℓ )n
T + ℓ−0 (H˜
+
ℓ − H˜
−
ℓ )n
S
)
.
Proof. Since (u1, u2) is an isothermal parameter, we have
〈Xu1 ,Xu1〉1 = 〈Xu2 ,Xu2〉1, 〈Xu1 ,Xu2〉1 = 0.
It follows that
〈Xu1u1 ,Xu1〉1 = 〈Xu1u2 ,Xu2〉1 = −〈Xu1 ,Xu2u2〉1.
Therefore, we have 〈Xu1u1 +Xu2u2 ,Xu1〉1 = 0. By similar arguments to the
above, we have 〈Xu1u1+Xu2u2 ,Xu2〉1 = 0. Thus the vectorXu1u1+Xu2u2 is
normal toM =X(U), so that there exist λ, µ ∈ R such thatXu1u1+Xu2u2 =
λnT + µnS . Then we have
−λ = 〈Xu1u1 +Xu2u2 ,n
T 〉1 = h11(n
T ) + h22(n
T )
µ = 〈Xu1u1 +Xu2u2 ,n
S〉1 = h11(n
S) + h22(n
S).
Since ℓ±0 h˜[±]ij = hij(n
T ,±nS) = hij(n
T )± hij(n
S), we get
ℓ±0 (h˜[±]22 + h˜[±]11) = h22(n
T ) + h11(n
T )± (h22(n
S) + h11(n
S)).
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Therefore we have
2(h11(n
T ) + h22(n
T )) = ℓ+0 (h˜[+]22 + h˜[+]11 + h˜[−]22 + h˜[−]11)
= 2ℓ+0 g11(H˜
+
ℓ + H˜
−
ℓ )
2(h11(n
S) + h22(n
S)) = ℓ−0 (h˜[+]22 + h˜[+]11 − h˜[−]22 − h˜[−]11)
= 2ℓ−0 g11(H˜
+
ℓ − H˜
−
ℓ )
This means that
Xu1u1 +Xu2u2 = −ℓ
+
0 g11(H˜
+
ℓ + H˜
−
ℓ )n
T + ℓ−0 g11(H˜
+
ℓ − H˜
−
ℓ )n
S .
This completes the proof. ✷
Corollary 4.6. Let X : U −→ R41 be a spacelike surface with an isothermal
parameter (u1, u2) ∈ U. Then Xu1u1 +Xu2u2 = 0 if and only if M =X(U)
is a strongly marginally trapped surface.
Proof. By the above proposition, Xu1u1 +Xu2u2 = 0 if and only if H˜
+
ℓ +
H˜−ℓ = H˜
+
ℓ − H˜
−
ℓ = 0. The last conditions mean that H˜
+
ℓ = H˜
−
ℓ = 0. Since
ℓ±o H˜
±
ℓ = H(n
T ,±nS) = H(nT )±H(nS), the last condition is equivalent to
the condition H(nT ) = H(nS) = 0 which means H = 0. ✷
5. Variation formula for marginally trapped surfaces
In this section, we prove the first and second variation formula of area (Propo-
sition 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 ). Let U be a bounded compact domain in R2.
The area A(X) of a spacelike embedding X : U → R41 is given by
A(X) =
∫
U
dM,
(
dM =
√
g11g22 − g222 du1du2
)
.
We denote by {nS , nT } an orthonormal frame of the normal bundle of X ,
where nS and nT are spacelike and timelike, respectively. Then, if we set the
lightlike vectors ℓ± as ℓ± = nT ±nS , then the pair {ℓ+, ℓ−} defines a basis
of NU , and satisfies the following relations〈
ℓ+, ℓ+
〉
1
=
〈
ℓ−, ℓ−
〉
1
= 0,
〈
ℓ+, ℓ−
〉
1
= −2.
5.1. First variation formula
LetXε be a smooth variation of a spacelike embeddingX : U → R41, where ε
denotes the variation parameter. That is, Xε : U → R41 is a smooth spacelike
surface for each ε, and it satisfies X0 =X.
We assume that the variation vector field V of the variationXε is given
by
V ± =
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
Xε = αℓ± (7)
where α is a smooth function on U .
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Proposition 5.1 (First variation formula). For a spacelike surface X : Σ →
R41, let X
ε be a variation whose variation vector field V of Xε is given by
(7). Then the first variation of area is given by
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
A(Xε) = −2
∫
U
αHℓ(n
T ,±nS)dM.
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we will give the proof in the case of V =
V + = αℓ+ here. Similar proof is valid for the case of V −. Since the area
A(Xε) of Xε is
A(Xε) =
∫
U
√
gε11g
ε
22 − (g
ε
22)
2 du1du2,
we have
d
dε
A(Xε) =
∫
U
∂
∂ε
(√
gε11g
ε
22 − (g
ε
22)
2
)
du1du2
=
∫
U
∂ε
(
gε11g
ε
22 − (g
ε
22)
2
)
2 (gε11g
ε
22 − (g
ε
22)
2)
dM,
where ∂ε = ∂/∂ε. Since
∂
∂ε
(
gε11g
ε
22 − (g
ε
22)
2
)
=
(
∂
∂ε
gε11
)
gε22 + g
ε
11
(
∂
∂ε
gε22
)
− 2gε12
(
∂
∂ε
gε12
)
,
and
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
gεij =
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
〈
Xεui ,X
ε
uj
〉
1
=
〈
Vui ,Xuj
〉
1
+
〈
Xui , Vuj
〉
1
=
〈
αℓ+ui ,Xuj
〉
1
+
〈
Xui , αℓ
+
uj
〉
1
= −2αhij(n
T ,nS),
we obtain
∂ε|ε=0
(
gε11g
ε
22 − (g
ε
22)
2
)
2 (g11g22 − g222)
= −α
∑
i,j
gijhij(n
T ,nS) = −2αHℓ(n
T ,nS).
This completes the proof. ✷
5.2. Second variation formula
Now, we prove the second variation formula for area.
Theorem 5.2 (Second variation formula). Let X : Σ → R41 be a marginally
trapped surface, that is, X satisfies Hℓ(n
T ,nS) = 0 (resp. Hℓ(n
T ,−nS) =
0). If Xε is a variation whose variation vector field V of Xε is given by
V + =
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
Xε = αℓ+
(
resp. V − =
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
Xε = αℓ−
)
,
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then the second variation of area satisfies
d2
dε2
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
A(Xε) = 2
∫
U
α2Kℓ(n
T ,nS)dM(
resp.
d2
dε2
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
A(Xε) = 2
∫
U
α2Kℓ(n
T ,−nS)dM
)
.
For the proof of Theorem 5.2, we need the following Lemma 5.3 and
Lemma 5.4. The Lemma 5.3 is obtained by the Cayley-Hamilton theorem.
Lemma 5.3. For spacelike surfaces in R41, we have the following:
(1)
∑
k h
i
k(n
T ,±nS)hkj (n
T ,±nS) = 2Hℓ(n
T ,±nS)hij(n
T ,±nS)
−Kℓ(n
T ,±nS)δij ,
(2)
〈
ℓ±ui , ℓ
±
uj
〉
1
= 2Hℓ(n
T ,±nS)hij(n
T ,±nS)−Kℓ(n
T ,±nS)gij.
Lemma 5.4. For a variation vector field V = αℓ+, we have
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
Hℓ(n
T ,nS) = α
(
2Hℓ(n
T ,nS)2 −Kℓ(n
T ,nS)
)
−
1
2
〈
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
ℓ+, ℓ−
〉
1
Hℓ(n
T ,nS). (8)
Proof. We have
2
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
Hℓ(n
T ,nS) =
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
(
gijhij(n
T ,nS)
)
=
(
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
gij
)
hij(n
T ,nS) + gij
(
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
hij(n
T ,nS)
)
= −gib
(
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
gab
)
gajhij(n
T ,nS)
+ gij
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
〈
ℓ+,Xuiuj
〉
1
= −gibgajhij(n
T ,nS)
(
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
gab
)
+ gij
(〈
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
ℓ+,Xuiuj
〉
1
+
〈
ℓ+, Vuiuj
〉
1
)
= P1 + P2 + P3,
where
P1 = −g
ibgajhij(n
T ,nS)
(
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
〈Xua ,Xub〉1
)
, P2 = g
ij
〈
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
ℓ+,Xuiuj
〉
1
,
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and P3 = g
ij
〈
ℓ+, Vuiuj
〉
1
. With respect to P1, it follows that
P1 = g
ibgajhij(n
T ,nS)
(
〈Vua ,Xub〉1 + 〈Xua , Vub〉1
)
= 2gibgajhij(n
T ,nS) 〈V,Xuaub〉1
= 2αgajgibhij(n
T ,nS)hab(n
T ,±nS) = 2αhjb(n
T ,±nS)hbj(n
T ,±nS).
By (1) in Lemma 5.3, we have hjb(n
T ,±nS)hbj(n
T ,±nS) = 4Hℓ(n
T ,nS)2 −
2Kℓ(n
T ,nS), and hence
P1 = 4α
(
2Hℓ(n
T ,nS)2 −Kℓ(n
T ,nS)
)
(9)
holds. For P3, we have
P3 = g
ij
〈
ℓ+, αuiujℓ
+ + 2αuiℓ
+
uj
+ αℓ+uiuj
〉
1
= αgij
〈
ℓ+, ℓ+uiuj
〉
1
= −αgij
〈
ℓ+ui , ℓ
+
uj
〉
1
.
Then, by (2) in Lemma 5.3, it follows that
P3 = −αg
ij
(
2Hℓ(n
T ,±nS)hij(n
T ,±nS)−Kℓ(n
T ,±nS)gij
)
= −2α
(
2Hℓ(n
T ,nS)2 −Kℓ(n
T ,nS)
)
.
(10)
Finally, for P2, we shall calculate ∂ε|ε=0 ℓ
+. If we put ∂ε|ε=0 ℓ
+ = pjXuj +
Φℓ+, we have
〈
∂ε|ε=0 ℓ
+,Xuk
〉
1
=
〈
pjXuj ,Xuk
〉
1
= pjgjk. Hence
gkl
〈
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
ℓ+,Xuk
〉
1
= gklpjgjk = p
jδlj = p
l
holds. On the other hand, we have〈
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
ℓ+,Xuk
〉
1
= −
〈
ℓ+, Vuk
〉
1
= −
〈
ℓ+, αukℓ
+ + αℓ+uk
〉
1
= 0,
and thus we have pj = 0. Since
〈
∂ε|ε=0 ℓ
+, ℓ−
〉
1
= −2Φ, we have
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
ℓ
+ = −
1
2
〈
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
ℓ
+, ℓ−
〉
1
ℓ
+.
Thus we get
P2 = −
1
2
〈
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
ℓ+, ℓ−
〉
1
gijhij(n
T ,nS) = −
〈
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
ℓ+, ℓ−
〉
1
Hℓ(n
T ,nS).
(11)
By (9), (10) and (11), we obtain (8). ✷
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We shall give the proof in the case of Hℓ(n
T ,nS) = 0.
A similar proof is valid for the case of Hℓ(n
T ,−nS) = 0. In this situation,
the variation vector field is given by V = V + = αℓ+. By Proposition 5.1, the
first variation formula of the area is given by
d2
dε2
A(Xε) =
∫
U
Hℓ(n
T ,nS)
〈
∂
∂ε
Xε, ℓ−
〉
1
dM.
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Since Hℓ(n
T ,nS) = 0 holds at ε = 0, the second variation of area is given by
d2
dε2
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
A(Xε) =
∫
U
{(
∂
∂ε
Hℓ(n
T ,nS)
)〈
∂
∂ε
Xε, ℓ−
〉
1
dM
+Hℓ(n
T ,nS)
∂
∂ε
(〈
∂
∂ε
Xε, ℓ−
〉
1
dM
)}∣∣∣∣
ε=0
=
∫
U
(
∂
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
0
Hℓ(n
T ,nS)
)〈
V, ℓ−
〉
1
dM.
Then, by Lemma 5.4, we have
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
Hℓ(n
T ,nS) = −αKℓ(n
T ,nS).
Since
〈
V, ℓ−
〉
1
= −2α, we get the proof. ✷
Remark 5.5. It should be remarked that the quantity ∂εHℓ(n
T ,nS) which
we calculated in Lemma 5.4 is also calculated by Andersson and Metzger [2,
Lemma 4.1] in the case of a general Lorentzian 4-manifold.
6. Marginally trapped graphs and the Bernstein-type problem
In this section, we consider a system of partial differential equations for
marginally trapped surfaces, which are given in the graph form, satisfy the
equation. Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Let U be a domain of R2, and f, g be smooth functions on U .
Consider a graph immersion X : U → R41 given by
X(u1, u2) = (f(u1, u2), g(u1, u2), u1, u2).
If we set functions φ1, φ2 and ∆ as
φ1 = (1− f
2
u2
+ g2u2)fu1u1 − 2(−fu1fu2 + gu1gu2)fu1u2 + (1− f
2
u1
+ g2u1)fu2u2 ,
(12)
φ2 = (1− f
2
u2
+ g2u2)gu1u1 − 2(−fu1fu2 + gu1gu2)gu1u2 + (1− f
2
u1
+ g2u1)gu2u2 ,
(13)
∆ = (fu1gu1 + fu2gu2)
2 − (1 + g2u1 + g
2
u2
)(−1 + f2u1 + f
2
u2
), (14)
then, X is strongly marginally trapped if and only if
∆ > 0 and φ1 = φ2 = 0 (15)
hold. Moreover, X is marginally trapped if and only if the functions f, g and
∆ satisfy
∆ > 0 and (1+g2u1+g
2
u2
)φ21−2(fu1gu1+fu2gu2)φ1φ2+(−1+f
2
u1
+f2u2)φ
2
2 = 0.
(16)
For the proof of this theorem, we calculate the mean curvature vector
of a graph immersion.
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Lemma 6.2. For a spacelike surface X : U → R41 defined by X(u1, u2) =
(f(u1, u2), g(u1, u2), u1, u2), let φ1, φ2 and ∆ be functions defined as in (12),
(13) and (14), respectively. Setting v1 and v2 as
v1 = (1, 0, fu, fv), v2 = (0, 1, −gu, −gv),
and τij (i, j = 1, 2) as
τ11 = 1+g
2
u1
+g2u2 , τ12 = τ21 = fu1gu1+fu2gu2 , τ22 = −1+f
2
u1
+f2u2 ,
then the mean curvature vector H of X is given by
H =
(τ11φ1 − τ12φ2)v1 + (τ12φ1 − τ22φ2)v2
2∆2
. (17)
Proof. The mean curvature vector H is given by
H =
g22II(Xu1 ,Xu1)− 2g12II(Xu1 ,Xu2) + g11II(Xu2 ,Xu2)
2(g11g22 − g212)
, (18)
where
II(Xui ,Xuj ) =Xuiuj −
∑
k
{
k
i j
}
Xuk , (19)
for i, j = 1, 2, and
{
k
i j
}
are the Christoffel symbols of the induced metric
g = gijduiduj. The coefficients gij of the metric g are calculated as
g11 = 〈Xu1 ,Xu1〉1 = 1− f
2
u1
+ g2u1 ,
g12 = 〈Xu1 ,Xu2〉1 = −fu1fu2 + gu1gu2 ,
g22 = 〈Xu2 ,Xu2〉1 = 1− f
2
u2
+ g2u2 ,
and hence we have
g11g22 − g
2
12 = (1 − f
2
u1
+ g2u1)(1 − f
2
u2
+ g2u2)− (−fu1fu2 + gu1gu2)
2
= τ212 − τ11τ22 = ∆.
(20)
Substituting these into (18) and (19), we obtain (17). ✷
Proof of Theorem 6.1. By (20), we have that the graph immersion X is
spacelike if and only if ∆ > 0. Moreover, by Lemma 6.2 and the linear
independentness of v1 and v2, it follows that the spacelike graph immersion
X is strongly marginally trapped if and only if
τ11φ1 − τ12φ2 = 0, τ12φ1 − τ22φ2 = 0 (21)
hold. Since ∆ > 0 and by (20), we have that (21) is equivalent to φ1 = φ2 = 0.
This completes the proof of (15).
With respect to (16), by (17) in Lemma 6.2, we have that the spacelike
graph immersion X is strongly marginally trapped if and only if
〈a, b〉1 = 0, (22)
for
a = (τ11φ1 − τ12φ2)v1 + (τ12φ1 − τ22φ2)v2,
b = (τ11φ1 − τ12φ2)v1 + (τ12φ1 − τ22φ2)v2.
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Substituting the following equations
〈v1,v1〉1 = τ22, 〈v1,v2〉1 = −τ12, 〈v2,v2〉1 = τ11
into (22), we have that (22) is equivalent to
−∆(τ11φ
2
1 − 2τ12φ1φ2 + τ22φ
2
2) = 0.
Since ∆ > 0, we obtain (16). ✷
As a corollary of Theorem 6.1, we have the following.
Proposition 6.3. A spacelike surface M is strongly marginally trapped and
totally (nT ,nS)-umbilical if and only if up to rigid motions of R41, M is
given by
Xf (u1, u2) = (f(u1, u2), f(u1, u2), u1, u2)), (23)
for a harmonic function f : R2 → R.
Proof. By Proposition 3.5, a totally (nT ,nS)-umbilical marginally trapped
surface is given by Xf as in (23) for a smooth function f : R
2 → R. Then,
the functions φ1, φ2 defined by (12) and (13) can be calculated as
φ1 = φ2 = fu1u1 + fu2u2 .
Thus, we have that Xf is strongly marginally trapped if and only if f is
harmonic. ✷
Remark 6.4. The Classical Berntein theorem [4] says that any minimal graph
in R3 defined on the whole plane must be a plane. By Proposition 6.3, we
have that Bernstein-type theorem for strongly marginally trapped surfaces
does not holds, that is, a strongly marginally trapped graph in R41 define on
the whole plane does not need to be a spacelike plane.
7. Special cases
In this section we naturally interpret minimal surfaces in Euclidean 3-space,
maximal surfaces in Lorentz-Minkowski 3-space, CMC±1 surfaces in Hyper-
bolic 3-space and CMC±1 spacelike surfaces in de Sitter 3-space as marginally
trapped surfaces. These surfaces have been well-investigated in the previous
works. We also show that intrinsic flat spacelike surfaces in the lightcone can
be interpreted as marginally trapped surfaces.
7.1. Surfaces in Euclidean space
Let X : U −→ R3 be a surface in the Euclidean space R30 = {x ∈ R
4
1 | x0 =
0 }. Then we can take nT = e0 = (1, 0, 0, 0), and have
nS(u) =
e0 ∧Xu1(u) ∧Xu2(u)
‖e0 ∧Xu1(u) ∧Xu2(u)‖1
∈ S2 ⊂ R30.
Therefore, nS(u) is the Euclidean unit normal of M = X(U) ⊂ R30 at p =
X(u). In this case, the lightcone Gauss map is given by L±(u) = e0±n
S(u).
So, the lightcone shape operator is S˜±p = Sp(e0,±n
S) = −d(e0 ± n
S)(u) =
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∓dnS(u) which is the Weingarten map for the surface in the Euclidean space.
It follows that K˜±ℓ (u) = Kℓ(e0,±n
S(u))(u) = K(u) (i.e., the Gauss curva-
ture) and H˜±ℓ (u) = Hℓ(e0,±n
S(u))(u) = ±H(u) (i.e., the mean curvature).
Therefore, a lightcone flat spacelike surface is a developable surface and a
marginally trapped surface is a minimal surface in this case. Therefore, a
marginally trapped surface is always a strongly marginally trapped surface.
We remark that if nT (u) = v is a constant timelike unit vector, the
spacelike surface M is a surface in the spacelike hyperplane HP (v, c). Since
HP (v, c) is isometric to the Euclidean space R30, all the results for R
3
0 hold
in this case.
7.2. Spacelike surfaces in Minkowski 3-space
Let X : U −→ R31 be a spacelike surface in the Minkowski space R
3
1 = {x =
(x0, x1, x2, x3) ∈ R
4
1 | x3 = 0 }. Then we can choose n
S = e3 = (0, 0, 0, 1),
and have
nT (u) =
Xu1(u) ∧Xu2(u) ∧ e3
‖Xu1(u) ∧Xu2(u) ∧ e3‖1
∈ H2(−1) ⊂ R31.
Therefore, nT (u) is the timelike unit normal of M = X(U) ⊂ R31 at p =
X(u). In this case, the lightcone Gauss map is given by L±(u) = nT (u)±e3.
So, the lightcone shape operator is S˜±p = Sp(n
T (u),±e3)(u) = −d(n
T (u) ±
e3) = −dn
T (u) which is the spacelike shape operator for the spacelike surface
in the Minkowski space. It follows that K˜±ℓ (u) = K(n
T (u),±e3)(u) = K(u)
(i.e., the Gauss-Kronecker curvature) and H˜±ℓ (u) = Hℓ(n
T (u),±e3)(u) =
H(u) (i.e., the mean curvature). Therefore, a lightcone flat spacelike surface is
a spacelike developable surface and a marginally trapped surface is a maximal
surface. In this case a marginally trapped surface is a strongly marginally
trapped surface. Of course, if nS(u) = v is constant spacelike unit vector,
the spacelike surface M is surface in the timelike hyperplane HP (v, c). Since
HP (v, c) is isometric to the Minkowski space R31, all the results for R
3
1 hold
in this case.
7.3. Surfaces in the hyperbolic 3-space
Let X : U −→ H3+(−1) be a surface in the hyperbolic space. Then we can
take nT =X, and
nS(u) =
X(u) ∧Xu1(u) ∧Xu2(u)
‖X(u) ∧Xu1(u) ∧Xu2(u)‖1
∈ S31
is univocally defined. We denote nS by e and call it the de Sitter normal
vector field along M . The de Sitter Gauss image is defined as the map E :
U → S31 given by E(u) = e(u).
We also have the hyperbolic Gauss image
L± : U −→ LC∗+
u 7−→ X(u)± E(u).
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In this particular case of surfaces in R41, the lightcone Gauss map on M
coincides with the hyperbolic Gauss map, introduced in [11] which is given by
L˜±(u) = ˜X(u)± E(u).
We observe that this notion of hyperbolic Gauss map is equivalent to
the one defined [5, 10, 22, 23] in other models.
It is well-known that the hyperbolic space is a model for the non-
Euclidean geometry of Gauss-Bolyai-Lobachevsky (i.e., the hyperbolic ge-
ometry). Recently, it has been discovered another geometry in the hyper-
bolic space which is called the horospherical geometry (cf., [11, 12, 13, 18]).
In this case Kℓ(X(u),E(u)) = K
±
h (u) (i.e., the hyperbolic Gauss-Kronecker
curvature [11]), K˜±ℓ (u) = K˜
±
h (u) (i.e., the horospherical Gauss-Kronecker
curvature [13]) and Hℓ(X(u),±E(u))(u) = H
±
h (u), where H
±
h = −1 ±H is
the hyperbolic mean curvature [11] and H is the mean curvature in the ordi-
nary sense (i.e., the de Sitter mean curvature [11]). Therefore, a lightcone flat
spacelike surface is a horospherical flat surface[18] and a marginally trapped
surface is a CMC±1 surface. Since nT = X, H(nT ) ≡ −1, there are no
strongly marginally trapped surfaces in the hyperbolic space. Let V = αL±
be the variation vector filed. Then the first variational formula is
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
A(Xε) = −2
∫
U
αH±h dM = −2
∫
U
α(−1±H)dM
and the second variational formula is
d2
dε2
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
A(Xε) = 2
∫
U
α2K±h dM.
7.4. Spacelike surfaces in de Sitter 3-space
Let X : U −→ S31 be a spacelike surface in the de Sitter 3-space. Then we
can take nS =X, and
nT (u) =
Xu1(u) ∧Xu2(u) ∧X(u)
‖Xu1(u) ∧Xu2(u) ∧X(u)‖1
∈ H3(−1)
is defined. We denote nS by e and call it the hyperbolic normal vector field
along M . The hyperbolic Gauss image is defined as the map E : U → H3(−1)
given by E(u) = e(u).
We also have the lightcone Gauss image
L± : U −→ LC∗+
u 7−→ X(u)± E(u).
In this particular case of spacelike surfaces in R41, the lightcone Gauss image
on M was introduced in [20]. We only give the following proposition as a
corollary of [15, Proposition 4.5].
Proposition 7.1. Let X : U −→ S31 be a spacelike surface in the de Sitter
3-space. Then the lightcone Gauss image L±(u) is a constant vector v if and
only if M is a parabola defined by HP (v, c) ∩ S31 .
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The parabola HP (v, c) ∩ S31 for a lightlike vector v is called a de Sit-
ter horosphere. The geometry related to the hyperbolic Gauss image might
be called de Sitter horospherical geometry. Further results on de Sitter horo-
spherical geometry are referred in the articles [20, 21].
A marginally trapped surface in the de Sitter space is also a CMC±1
surface and there are no strongly marginally trapped surfaces. In this case,
we have the similar formulae for the variations to the case of surfaces in
Hyperbolic space.
7.5. Spacelike surfaces in the lightcone
The induced metric is degenerate on the lightcone, so that the ordinary sub-
manifolds theory cannot work for surfaces in the lightcone. In [17] we con-
structed the basic tools for the study of the extrinsic geometry on spacelike
surfaces in the lightcone LC∗ (see, also [24]) as one of the applications of
the mandala of Legendrian dualitites between pseudo-spheres in Minkowski
space-time[17, 19]. We define one-forms 〈dv,w〉1 = −w0dv0 +
∑3
i=1 widvi,
〈v, dw〉1 = −v0dw0 +
∑3
i=1 vidwi on R
4
1 × R
4
1 and consider the following
double fibration with one-forms
(a) LC∗ × LC∗ ⊃ ∆4 = {(v,w) | 〈v,w〉1 = −2 },
(b) π41 : ∆4 −→ LC
∗,π42 : ∆4 −→ LC
∗,
(c) θ41 = 〈dv,w〉1|∆4, θ42 = 〈v, dw〉1|∆4,
where π41(v,w) = v, π42(v,w) = w are the canonical projections. Moreover,
θ41 = 〈dv,w〉1|∆4 and θ42 = 〈dw,v〉1|∆4 are the restrictions of the one-forms
〈dv,w〉1 and 〈dw,v〉1 on ∆4. It has been shown in [17] that (∆4,K4) is a
contact manifold and both of π4j (j = 1, 2) are Legendrian fibrations, where
K4 = θ
−1
41 (0) = θ
−1
42 (0). In [17] we defined four Legendrian fibrations (∆i,Ki)
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) such that these are contact diffeomorphic to each other. Here,
we only use (∆4,K4). For definitions and basic results of Legendrian fibra-
tions, see [3, 17].
Let X : U −→ LC∗ be a spacelike surface in LC∗ ⊂ R41. In [17] it has
been shown that there exists a unique map Xℓ : U −→ LC∗ such that L4 :
U −→ ∆4, defined by L4(u) = (X(u),X
ℓ(u)), is a Legendrian embedding.
We call Xℓ the lightcone Gauss image of M = X(U). Applying the basic
properties of L4 as a Legendrian embedding , we defined curvatures of M =
X(U) in [17] by using Xℓ as a normal vector field. The lightcone shape
operator is defined to be Sℓp = −dX
ℓ(u) for p =X(u). The lightcone Gauss-
Kronecker curvature is Kℓ(p) = detS
ℓ
p and the lightcone means curvature is
Hℓ(p) = (TraceS
ℓ
p)/2. Since 〈X(u),X
ℓ(u)〉1 = −2, we have
nT (u) =
X(u) +Xℓ(u)
2
and nS(u) =
X(u)−Xℓ(u)
2
.
It follows that
κi(n
T )(p) =
1
2
(−1 + κℓi(p)), κi(n
S)(p) =
1
2
(−1− κℓi(p)),
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where κℓi(p) (i = 1, 2) are the lightcone principal curvature of M =X(U) at
p = X(u) (i.e., the eigenvalues of Sℓp). One of the interesting properties of
these curvatures is the following “Theorema Egregium”([17, 24]).
Theorem 7.2 (Theorem 9.3 in [17]). Let KI be the intrinsic Gauss curvature
of M =X(U). Then we have the relation
KI = Hℓ.
It follows that a marginally trapped surface is an intrinsic flat surface
as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 7.3. Let X : U −→ LC∗ be a spacelike surface and Xℓ the ∆4-dual
of X. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1) M =X(U) is a marginally trapped surface.
2) Hℓ ≡ 0.
3) The mean curvature vector H(p) is zero or parallel to X(u) at any p =
X(u).
4) KI ≡ 0.
5) The Gauss curvature vector K(p) is zero or parallel to X(u) at any p =
X(u).
Proof. Since
κi(n
T )(p) =
1
2
(−1 + κℓi(p)), κi(n
S)(p) =
1
2
(−1− κℓi(p)),
we have
H(nT )(u) =
1
2
(−2 + κℓ1(p) + κ
ℓ
2(p)) = Hℓ(u)− 1,
H(nS)(u) =
1
2
(−2− κℓ1(p)− κ
ℓ
2(p)) = −Hℓ(u)− 1.
It follows that
Hℓ(n
T ,nS)(u) = H(nT )(u) +H(nS)(u) = −2,
Hℓ(n
T ,−nS)(u) = H(nT )(u)−H(nS)(u) = 2Hℓ(u).
Therefore, Hℓ(u) = 0 if and only if H(n
T )(u) = H(nS)(u). This means that
H(p) is parallel to X(u) = nT (u) + nS(u). By definition, the condition 3)
implies the condition 1). By Corollary 4.4, M =X(U) is marginally trapped
if and only if Hℓ ≡ 0. Since Hℓ = KI , the conditions 2) and 4) are equivalent.
By Proposition 3.13, the condition 4) (i.e., KI(p) = 0) is equivalent to the
condition that K(p) = 0 or K(p) is parallel to nT (u) + nS(u) =X(u). ✷
Since Hℓ(n
T ,nS)(u) = −2, there are no strongly marginally trapped
surfaces in the lightcone.
Let V = αXℓ be the variation vector filed. Then the first variation
formula is
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
A(Xε) = −2
∫
U
αHℓdM = −2
∫
U
αKIdM
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and the second variation formula is
d2
dε2
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
A(Xε) = 2
∫
U
α2KℓdM.
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